St Giles’ School –The impact of the PE and Sport Premium
Academic year : 2015/2016

PE and Sport
Premium Priority
focus
Healthy active lifestyles
Purchase two junior
compact bikes to be
used at lunch times and
lessons.

Joint purchase with Jack
Petchey Foundation of
2 outdoor table tennis
tables

Total Fund allocated: £8248.00

Total spent: £6,386.66
C/f to 16/17 = £1,861.34

Planned impact On
Pupils

Actions to achieve

Planned funding

Actual funding

Impact and
Evidence

Develop gross motor
skills of cycling for the
more ambulant
students.

Buy two junior
compact bikes as seen
at a Wheelpower
event.

£1000

£1081.66

Provide opportunities
for children to practice
polybat and rolling
balls to each other at
break times.

Contribute £150 in
addition to Jack
Petchey grant to
purchase 2 tables.

£150.00

£150.00

Ambulant children
have used bikes
during lunch times
and timetabled
lessons. This has
helped to promote
development of gross
motor skills and
worked alongside and
in addition to
physiotherapy
programs
Children have use
tables at break times
to play adapted
games of polybat and
other balls games.
This has increased
shared play
opportunities for
more able students.
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Broad experience of a
range of sports and
activities
Hire a Specialist dance/
Drama teacher to 6
week unit of work in
the spring term
alongside PE specialist
teacher

Planned impact On
Pupils

Actions to achieve

Planned funding

Actual funding

Impact and
Evidence

Pupils will further
develop their
movement to music
skills.

Hire the dance/ drama
teacher for a 6 week
block in the spring term

£600.00

£674.58

A unit of work that
was based on the
primary curriculum
theme was taught
through drama and
dance and a story was
built through the
weeks. The students
thoroughly enjoyed
the suspense of the
story and the use of
mutli sensory props
helped provide access
for all.

Cricket coach to deliver
a 6 week unit of work in
summer term alongside
PE Specialist

Pupils sending and
receiving skills will be
developed.
Increased
opportunities to play
team games with their
peers.

Hire the cricket coach
for a 6 week block in
the summer term.

£500.00

Provided free of charge

Students improved
their gross motor
skills of throwing,
catching and striking
All the activities were
inclusive and adapted
to the needs of the
students.
The more able
students were given
flyers and information

Students expressive
movement will
develop.
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on an inclusive cricket
club at Cricket 4
Change.

Purchase equipment to
allow differentiation in
generic games lessons.

Students can access
activities that meet
their needs due to the
nature of the
equipment.

Purchase :
1 speedy target net
1 new age bowls sliders
mat
1 New age bowls high
score mat
3 Carnival targets

£200

£250.85

Purchase sensory balls
and equipment for VI
and PMLD students.

Pupils can explore
different textures and
visual stimulation using
a ball as the medium.

Purchase:
Spikey sensory light
balls , Going light balls
bell balls, bead balls

£450.00

£551.17

Hoover ring set. Mats
and pushers
Buoyancy balloons
Glowsticks

All students could
access games
activities. Groups
were differentiated
according to their
needs.
Equipment was used
as part of a primary
motor skills circuit.
These skills were
transferable for
events like Primary
Panathlon
These are textured
balls that light up.
They are used for
PMLD and SLD
students for tracking
and developing gross
motor skills of
touching, pushing,
holding and exploring
the balls.
Students can track
the balls within warm
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up activities.
Some students are
tolerating the touch
of balls on their hands
more than before.
The bell balls provide
Vi students a point of
reference to follow
during warmups
The texture of the bell
balls allow the
students to be able to
grip easily.
Due to the light
weight nature of the
hoover set PMLD /
SLD students are able
to push them.
They light up in the
dark and the sensory
aspect of them
encourages the
students to explore
them.
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Participation in
competitive sport
Hire transport to take a
team to the Primary
Panathlon Competition

Hire transport to take a
team to The Primary
Wheelpower event

Planned impact On
Pupils

Actions to achieve

Planned funding

Actual funding

Impact and
Evidence

Students can compete
against other special
schools in a series of
adapted activities that
are practised in PE
lessons

Hire a London hire fully
accessible bus to
transport students to
venue.

£200

£200

A team of 8 students
took part, where they
came 2nd.

Provide cover costs to
allow PE teacher to
accompany team

£180.00

£183.71

1 x TA to support team

£110.00

£110.10

1 x SCT to support
medical and care needs
of team

£130.00

£133.65

Hire a London hire fully
accessible bus to
transport students to
venue.
Provide cover costs to
allow PE teacher to
accompany class.

£75.00

£75.00

£183.71

£183.71

Students from the
identified class can
compete against other
special schools in a
series of adapted
activities that are
practised in PE lessons

Green class attended
and took part in a
variety of activities.
The children
thoroughly enjoyed
it.
Bikes were selected
to purchase and
contact was made
with a martial arts
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specialist to deliver
sessions in the future.
Hire transport take a
class to the Cricket 4
Change sports event

Train a member of staff
in Boccia coaching.

Purchase a fully
accessible ramp for
wheelchair users in
boccia

More able students can
access boccia club with
a view to take part in
competitions.

Allow students who are
unable to use the arms
and hands to propel
the ball the
opportunity to take
part in the game.

Hire a London hire fully
accessible bus to
transport students to

£250.00

£250.00

Provide cover costs to
allow PE teacher to
accompany class

£183.71

£183.71

Caretaker cover in
order to take school
minibus
Book a place on a level
1 boccia course.

£75.00

£74.52

£250.00

£250.00

Costs to cover staff
member whilst on
course (2 days)

£300.00

£298.10

Purchase a Fushion
ramp.

£1500.00

£1550.00

All pupils enjoyed
trying different
activities. They took
part in the venue
where the cricket 4
change club takes
place.

Students are able to
fully access the game
of boccia or linked
activities. The pupils
can direct where they
want the ball to go
with the aid of a
ramper. Due the
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stability and length of
the ramp they can be
on more of a level
playing field as those
children who can
propel by hand.

Purchase a rebound
therapy spotter mat.

Keep students safe
when moving onto the
trampoline from the
hoist.

Purchase a rebound
therapy spotter mat

£130.00

£130.90

Children can now be
transferred safely
from the hoist onto
the trampoline bed.
This has allowed
more complex
students to access
the benefits of
rebound therapy.

Membership To Boccia
England

Membership will allow
the school to take up
opportunities of events
available only to Boccia
England Members

Purchase membership

£55.00

£55.00

More able students
have joined in with
Secondary PE lessons
and have been
invited to join Boccia
club with a view to
enter Heathcoat Cup
competition

Total Spent : £6386.66

